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General meetings are usually held at the Canberra Deakin Football Club, Grose St, Deakin
at 7.30 pm on the second Tuesday of each month.

Next General Meeting — 11 August
at Canberra Deakin Football Club
The guest speaker will be announced at the meeting

The deadline for material to be included in the next issue
of Southern Trails is the Friday following the General Meeting
i.e. 14 August 2009
Many members contribute articles and photos to Southern Trails; the role of editor is shared.

This month’s magazine has been compiled and edited by Bob and Sylvia Allen.
Cover photos this month by Mike Rodd and Peter Watson.
SOUTHERN TRAILS - is the magazine of the ST4WDC Incorporated,
GPO Box 2122, Canberra ACT 2601
ABN: 49 507 780 060
Registered by Australia Post
Print Post No. PP248831/00046
National Library Catalogue No. ISSN 0314-0814
Web Address http://www.st4wdc.org
The opinions expressed in the articles and letters in this magazine are not necessarily those of the The Southern
Tablelands Four Wheel Drive Club.
Southern Trails is printed by INSTANT COLOUR PRESS, 21 RAE ST, BELCONNEN, ACT 2617.
All magazine correspondence should be directed to the Publications Coordinator.
Trip reports & articles of interest are very welcome. Contributions may be edited.

We gratefully acknowledge the support given to this magazine by our advertisers and
encourage our readers to support and patronise them whenever possible.
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General Meetings are held at the
Canberra Deakin Sports Club, Grose St, Deakin
at 7.30pm on the second Tuesday of each month.
General Meetings are a focal point of the club where members can meet
and get information about past and future club activities. Meetings are
structured with a minimum of formality. Meetings regularly feature talks
from experts on topics of interest ranging from vehicle mechanics to bush
lore. Reports on past trips are presented and new trips are announced.
Visitors introduce themselves, there is a raffle with generous prizes and a
coffee break for catching up with other members. Don’t forget to wear
your name badge.
Ideas for guest speakers are welcome. Contact Vivian Henderson if you
know of someone who could make an interesting and topical presentation.
Many members gather before and after the meeting to enjoy a meal or
drink at the club.

Publications
Website www.st4wdc.org. The site is used to provide timely information regarding Club activities and variations from previously announced plans. When visiting the site, always check the “What’s
New” page for recent announcements and current news. Especially,
check for any last minute variations to trips you are undertaking.
Southern Trails is the ST4WD Club monthly Magazine.
Trip reports, and articles that are relevant to Club members are welcome,
as are photographs and illustrations.
Closing date for all material is the Friday following the monthly meeting.
Send contributions to publications@st4wdc.org

Talooge Park
Talooge is the Club’s 600+ ha bush block in rugged country east of Bredbo.
It is used for training and other club activities, and members are welcome
there for private camping, recreation and the simple pleasure of enjoying
the bush. Several areas have been set aside for basic bush camping. Some
have firewood and long drop toilets, but no other services – no water, no
electricity, no phone, very limited mobile phone coverage. Pets and the discharging of firearms are not permitted on the property. Visitors should assume that they are solely responsible for their own wellbeing and be conscious of the risks of fire, snakebite, etc. In an emergency, neighbours Mr

Richie Southwell and his sons, can usually be contacted using UHF
channel 18.
Many details are on the Club’s website, and intending visitors should check
there for current access details and other information. Committee members
can advise regarding the combination locks securing the gates.

Code of Ethics
These are the rules of conduct that we should all observe when using our vehicles in the bush. We should all
take them to heart. Image is a difficult thing to change!!
1. Obey the laws and regulations for Recreational Vehicles that apply to public lands.
2. Respect the cultural, heritage and environmental values of public/private land, by obeying restrictions that
may apply.
3. Respect our flora and fauna. Stop and look, but never disturb.
4. Keep to formed vehicle tracks.
5. Keep the environment clean. Carry your own, and any other, rubbish, out.
6. Keep your vehicle mechanically sound and clean to reduce the environmental impact.
7. Adopt minimal impact camping and driving practices.
8. Seek permission before driving on private land. Do not disturb livestock or watering points, leave gates as
found.
9. Take adequate water, food, fuel, basic spares and a first aid kit on trips. In remote areas travel with another
vehicle and have Royal Flying Doctor Service, or equivalent, in radio contact.
10. Enjoy your recreation and respect the rights of others.
11. Plan ahead and lodge trip details with a responsible person.
12. Support four wheel driving as a responsible and legitimate family recreational activity. Consider joining an
affiliated four wheel drive Club.

Training
The Southern Tablelands Four Wheel Drive Club is
devoted to providing the best driver training possible. The Driver Training Team provides a range of
courses throughout the year. Students are assigned
an instructor over the period of the course. The 1:1
instructor/student ratio ensures maximum transfer of
skills and experience.
The current courses are:
Main Courses
Basic Driver Training,
Very Difficult Terrain, and
Advanced Recovery (for Grade 4 and 5)
Supplementary Courses
Water Crossing,
Sand Driving,
Mud and Snow,
Practical Map Reading,
Navigation,
Route Planning,
GPS, and
Other specific training relating to Club activities
such as camper trailers etc may also be introduced..

Training for Driver Training Instructors
Trainee Instructor,
Assistant Instructor,
Instructor, and
Chief Instructor
Visit the ST4WDC web page for full details which
are expanded on in detail in the Driver Training Policy document located under the Training menu tab.
Partners are encouraged to undertake the Basic
Driver Education course, and any of the other courses
offered from time to time. Unfortunately couples cannot undertake the course at the same time as only one
driver per vehicle can be instructed during a training
course. Training of a member’s child is subject to
approval by Club management and only when spare
places are available. Couples may attend the Navigation, Map Reading & GPS courses.

A special offer to travelers - Sewing Machine - medium/heavy duty - available for short term loan.
I have custody of a medium duty Singer sewing machine that is ideal for all those small canvas repair jobs or to
create new tent peg bags, tool rolls, billy can bags, camp oven bags, etc. How far does your creative imagination
go? The machine will handle up to three layers of medium weight canvas and uses very strong upholstery weight
nylon thread that is great for reasonably heavy jobs.
Don 02 6161 1880. 0408 649 732
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Rosemary’s Ramblings
Rosemary Orr
Well what a blast!! Christmas in July was a hit yet
again. And for those who missed the presentation at
the meeting last night – you really missed out.
Oung, Richard and Mai gave a presentation that had
us laughing, crying and clapping. If the presentation
was anything to go by then the weekend away must
have been a hoot. You should all put this event in
your calendars for next year.
The cold weather is still with us, but spring is approaching fast. There is much to do. As always our
driver training team is heading up a number of the
events that are happening. Our Advanced Course is
booked out – and our Sand and Water Crossing
Course is also booked out. There is a Basic Driver
Training Course on 12 and 13 September 2009, so if
you have not done your basic training yet please
contact Peter Reynolds or a member of his team to
put your name down.
We have trips to Stockton Beach, a wine ramble, a
cultural day, a day down the South Coast, the Victorian High Country and more. So look at what is
happening in the magazine and contact the trip leaders and participate.
Your committee has been working hard to revive our
website to make it more user-friendly, to have information that is up-to-date and kept up-to-date and to
encourage everyone in the club to use the site to
keep up-to-date with club happenings. We expect to
be able to have our trip calendar, trip reports and
photos all there for all members to see. So watch
this space. It is all happening.
Our next major event is our Christmas Party at Talooge on the first weekend in December (5-6). This
is not one to be missed. There are games, the man in
Red, good food, great companionship and a funkana
to test your driving skills. If you miss out on this
weekend you will regret it!! So put it in your diary
and start planning now. The best table decoration
and maybe the best dressed will receive prizes.
There is something for everyone including games
and treats for the kids. Look forward to seeing you
all there.
We also have our promotional weekend coming up
in February 2010. This event happens every two
years and is a combined effort by three 4WD clubs
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in Canberra. In addition to showcasing 4WD activities, clubs and products, it is a vehicle whereby money
is raised for charity. It requires a bit of effort on behalf of all clubs involved as we require volunteers to
man gates and collect entry fees, direct parking, help
organize the test track, man our club tent and help
with catering for the weekend.
So, again put this date in your diary for the second
weekend in February 2010 and come and support our
club. While it is hard work in some instances, it is
also a great opportunity to meet and get to know
members of your own club and members of the other
clubs involved. The old saying of “working hard and
playing hard” is a good way to describe the weekend.
So get involved.
Well, that’s about all from me for this month. I look
forward to seeing you all at our next meeting. Until
then take care and enjoy.
Rosemary

Talooge Topics
John Kjar
Calendar of events at Talooge
Please advise any additions or corrections by E-mail to Property@st4wdc.org
From
29 August
12Sep
October (tbc)
14 Nov
5 Dec

To
30 August
13 Sep
15 Nov
6 Dec

Activity
Advanced Driver Training
Safe One Basic Driver Training
Talooge Working Bee
Safe One Basic Driver Training
Christmas Party

I have just returned from a working bee at Talooge to
clear some of the tracks and open up a new track. It
was all hard work but, like most working bees, very
enjoyable — great people, made/extended a few friendships and told/heard a few porkies.
I was impressed with the number of people who volunteered for such a task, as well as the skills of Rob Tiele
who organised the event and members of the driver
training team for identifying a suitable path and then
clearing it, making it ‘safe’ and assessing the tracks.
We really do have great people in the Club.
This work has built on a lot of previous work by the
track builders and we now have a great range of tracks
at Talooge that should provide plenty of challenges and
learning experiences for drivers of all abilities – from
those having their first experience (like me four years
ago) on the excellent Basic Driver Training Course, to
those seeking to maintain their skills, to those preparing
for some steep hill climbs such as you get in the Victorian High Country, and all the way up to those who like
the challenges associated with advanced driving (ie
difficult, exhausting, exhilarating) - and even up to
what I call very advanced!
One track I would recommend for those preparing for
some steep country is to try the track that leads off from
Duck’s Crossing up a long and steep hill. It is seen as a
Grade 3 track but has plenty of challenges requiring
good driving skills on wheel placement, tyre pressures,
momentum, and speed control.
I also went (in someone else’s vehicle with a much
more competent driver) up and down the Dozer Track
on the south side of Talooge – it’s also steep, has loose
shale just at the critical point of a sharp turn that will
require winching to get up the hill for most vehicles
(even those with double diff locks, big tyres, plenty of
grunt etc). Most vehicles will find it safer to descend in
reverse gear – definitely not a track to recommend to

Contact
Peter Reynolds
Peter Reynolds
John Kjar
Peter Reynolds
Richard Brand

On
0428 623 458
0428 623 458
6287 7574
0428 623 458
0418 568 358

your grandmother. But it will provide good experience for the Advanced Driver Training course participants in August.
And then there is this new track that Rob Tiele surveyed and did much of the clearing work. It ascends an incredibly steep and long hill, with plenty
of large rocks and shale to negotiate that really can
only be done using a strong and safe electric winch
(definitely not hand), strong tyres, a leap of faith,
and when you have several hours to spare and energy to burn. And furthermore, only after you have
completed the Advanced Course, your insurances
are all current and applicable, and you have convinced several very competent persons to accompany you – definitely not your grandfather!
We are developing Talooge into a multi-purpose
venue – great camping areas, a place to experience
the peace and beauty of country Australia, to see
wildlife (kangaroos, birds, as well as deer and unfortunately some goats), to try some great bushwalking areas (there are some great views from
Dick’s Folly, the Devils Waterhole, Hole in the
Wall Creek and ready access to some interesting
places nearby), as well as a driving venue par excellence.
I hope you can make it out to Talooge – spring is a
great time to enjoy it. If you do go, please remember to advise Steve Collins (6454 3063) of your
itinerary (he is the owner of the land over which
Strike-a-Light fire trail passes) as well as President
Rosemary or the Property Coordinator (to get the
combination for the locks as well as any important
information that may impact on your trip). I trust
you will enjoy the experience.
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Events and Trips
Richard Brand
Tail-end Charlie
We had some guests along on the Christmas in July
trip, and they wondered out loud where the name ‘tail
-end Charlie’ came from. We thought it might have
come from wartime flying operations, but which war
and which position?

concrete additive to solve the problem (it might have
been soap or something similar). When I asked him
how much he charged for the additive, he said he
worked out the cost difference between building a
dam with it and without it, and charged a quarter of
the difference. It made him significantly rich.

Wikipedia tells us that tail-end Charlie was a tail
gunner or rear gunner defending against attacks from
the rear, or "tail", of the plane. The tail gunner position on an aircraft operates a fixed machine
gun emplacement on the top or bottom of the aircraft
with a generally unobstructed view toward the tail of
the aircraft.

The German equivalent of tail-end Charlie was Heckschwein or tail-end pig. Unfortunately, our Heckschwein on the second Christmas in July day picked
up its own bullet-hole in the Prado tail end after being
pronged by a tree branch in some unexpected slippery
conditions.

A bit more research uncovered that a certain Charles
Cooper from the Harrow school became the first
commissioned rear-gunner in the RAF during the
Second World War. He was nick-named "Tail End
Charlie" by his crew and that name rapidly became
adopted for all rear-gunners in the RAF. Unfortunately, Charles was blinded by a German bomb
which fell outside his billet in 1941, which did not
stop him becoming a town councillor in Worthing,
Sussex.
He was made a life member of the Association of
Pioneer Motorcyclists at 88, possibly because at 14
he was the youngest rider in the world ever to win a
motor cycling classic award, in this case the 24-hour
reliability trial from London to Lands End on a
Douglas. As he observed in later life, "As you have
to be older than 14 to get a licence nowadays, it's a
title I'm not likely to lose!"
Many years ago I met a real tail-end Charlie, who
was then the Chairman of a high-tech start-up company called Techway. The Chairman became interested in high tech during the war, when as RAF
bomber crew, he was given an advanced analogcomputer controlled machine gun. The theory was
that his bomber would fly out of formation as lameduck, attracting enemy night fighters which he would
shoot down with the new fangled gun
.
The reality was he spent the rest of the war in a
Dutch hospital which had just one book in English –
a text book on concrete. You may be aware that a
major problem with concrete dams is extracting the
heat of the curing concrete, which normally requires
massive cooling water pipes. Our hero invented a
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Tail-end Charlie damage

Radio Roger
Nobody asked, but just in case somebody ever does, I
thought I’d find out where Roger came from in radio
talk. It turns out that the Morse code R or dot dash
dot was used as a quick way to transmit acknowledgement of transmissions or as a "yes." When voice radiotelephony was developed, the old radiomen stuck
to the R. Back then the phonetic alphabet for R was
not the romantic Romeo, but the Roger we utter today
to mean yes. More research uncovered a multitude of
slang uses not fit to print here, but capable of adding
amusing connotations to radio chat for those in the
know.
New Projector
If you were at the July club meeting you will know
that after years of scrounging from past presidents
and other sources, we have finally bought our own
projector. For the technically minded it is a Dell
1609W – the W means that it can be switched between wide-screen and ‘normal’ screen, so it can handle high definition wide-screen video. It is a DLP

device with WXGA native resolution - 1280 x 800
pixels - and it can project up to a 9m screen diagonal.
It was pretty bright on our normal venue screen, and a
lot of people commented on the great colours it gives
for slide shows.
If you are giving a talk or trip report, it can probably
be enhanced by using photos, videos and sound. I
normally bring along a laptop which has Microsoft
Office Ultimate 2007 installed and has a couple of
spare USB ports. If you bring along a USB stick with
photographs, the photos will display in file name order, which may not be ideal.
It is far better to create a Microsoft PowerPoint slide
show, where the display order of slides can be easily
changed before the presentation starts. Then you can
use the projector’s remote control to change slides
during your presentation, which is more effective than
having random photos competing for attention.
Digital photos can be easily imported into PowerPoint
by inserting a PhotoAlbum. I am happy to do this for
you given a little advanced notice – and I can be at the
meeting by 7 PM if you want to do this on the night.
PowerPoint lets you add fancy text to slides. If you
do this, it is best to save your slide show as a PowerPoint Show because my machine may not have the
fancy fonts you have used. PowerPoint lets you add
sound tracks too. I will normally bring enough audio
cable to hook into the venue’s sound system from my
laptop.
I am really looking forward to some video presentations using the new projector. In the past, we have
had problems consistently reading home-burned

DVDs (there are multiple standards) so these must be
tested well before the meeting unless you bring your
own player, laptop or camcorder along. Even then,
we need to make sure we have compatible cables.
The projector will take composite video (lowest quality), S-Video (better), component video via a VGA
plug (better still), and digital video via a DVI-D plug
(ideal). Note that DVI is electrically compatible with
the HDMI found on most new machines, given the
right cable adapter.
So, please do not assume your multi-media presentation will just work! Almost certainly, it can be made
to work with the right cables and adaptors, but the
meeting is not the best time for testing. Straight digital photos should be fine, but let’s get them into
PowerPoint when possible.
Trip Booking Etiquette
It is easy to assume that you can join a trip at the last
minute, but if nobody has let the trip leader know they
are interested, the trip might have been cancelled! So
please contact the trip leader as far ahead as possible,
indicating that you might be interested.
A couple of new one-day trips are in the magazine
and have attracted lots of interest – but the venues
have limited capacity so again it is important to indicate early on.
See you down the track!
Richard Brand
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Membership Matters
Bob Allen and David Whiteside
New members for 2009 – so far
Scott & Vicky Allen
Mary Biddle
Doug Brown & Janet Neale
Rod & Laura Cahill
Peter & Kelly Chase
Ian & Jo Delaney
Jason Dunn & Gosia Markowska
Christo Filmalter & Lyn Massey
Ken & Deb Gordon
Sandy Kentish
Graham Kitchener & Kirsten McKenzie
Tom & Rebecca Layton
Bob Madden & Sue Rauchfuss
Alister & Brigitte Nairn
Greg & Elise Newton
Miroslav & Blanka Novak

100 Series
Prado
Prado
Pajero
Patrol
Pajero
Pajero
Hilux
Patrol
Pajero
Prado
100 Series
Patrol
Pajero
Prado
4 Runner

Peter & Rosaria Ogilvie
Laurie & Karin Oldfield
Phil Price & Keren Bisset
Phil & Sue Rayner
Jarrod & Terri Reichman
David Robinson & Elizabeth Deane
Mike & Helen Rodd
Anthony & Belinda Scriberras
Mike & Danyell Sharp
Graeme Thornton& Cassie Smith
Matt Warmington & Anne Douglass
Philip Webster & Robyn Crisp
Senerath & Waruni Wijeratne
Mark & Rossi Young

A snapshot of the Club’s membership at the end of
2008 shows that we have around 40 people (members
and their partners) with 15 years or more experience in
the club – 10 of those have more than 25 years experience, including Peter Reynolds our chief driving instructor and Peter Watson another stalwart of driver
training. We have another 30 or so (members and their
partners) with 15 years or more experience, 60 with 10
years or more experience and 100 with 5 years or more.

Club membership is now 228 - including partners we
have 415 people who make up the Southern Tablelands Four Wheel Drive Club. And so far for 2009
we have 30 new members – plus partners, about 58
people. Welcome to all - it is great to see new faces
joining the Club.
As well as a great driver training program, the facilities at Talooge Park and a wide ranging calendar of
trips and activities, the Club offers something much
more important for new members – experienced
members ready to share their knowledge.

160

Landcruiser FJ 60
Patrol
80 Series
100 Series
Hilux
Prado
100 Series
80 Series
Landcruiser
Pajero
Patrol
Prado
Pathfinder
100 Series

These numbers show that there is plenty of experience
in the Club – people who have been there and done
that. But more importantly they’re still doing it - trips
to Lake Eyre, the Canning Stock
Route, the Kimberley’s and
ST4WDC M embe rship profile - Dece mber 2008
across the Simpson Desert, the
sort of trips where experience
counts.

140
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15
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So the question arises why are all
of these people still with us?
What does the Club offer that
has kept these people off the
streets - and on the dirt tracks for
so long? We have asked a few
of the old hands what being a
member of Southern Tablelands
Four Wheel Drive Club means to
them (they’re not really old, they
just look that way after so many
days in the bush).

This month Chris Nicholls, who joined the Club in
May 1995, tells us his story.
What do you like about ST4WDC? The Club’s good
training program means that fellow travellers are
likely to be reasonable drivers. The Club also has a
wide variety of trips available from hard 4WD to social. And there are plenty of opportunities to lead or
participate in other’s trips.
What has been your favourite club trip? Any trip
lead by Neville Simpson! I know it will go to interesting places, with great scenery, with good company
— and travel at a sensible pace.
Do you have a favourite camping spot? Yes, a secret
spot on the Gibbo River, with a swimming hole, fishing and plenty of firewood.
Best travel tip. Travel light – pack as little as possible. Learn to set your tent up quickly. Don’t unpack
any more gear than you really need. If travelling the
next day, pre-pack as much as possible the night before
Are you planning for any particular trip? We are
thinking about a slow trip through the desert country,

possibly solo. Most trips, especially to remote areas,
travel too fast. I’d like the luxury of being able to
travel slowly without holding up others.
What is your current vehicle setup? I have a Nissan
Patrol GQ, 4.2l diesel with automatic gearbox. Modifications include Koni dampers and Lovells springs
(50mm lift), rock-crawler gears in the transfer case,
air-locker front differential, long-range tanks (220
litres), barwork, winch, lights, HF and UHF radios, 7inch screen GPS, dual batteries, Glind shower, rear
seats removed for storage, cargo barrier, custom
drawers, roof-mounted tent, water storage bladder
and plumbing to the back door.
Do you have any suggestions for the Club? Yes, one
suggestion for all members – please get involved and
lead a few trips each year. They don’t have to be hard
trips - even a social trip is great. But without more
trips the membership will slowly fade away, so get
involved and give something back to the club.

Thanks Chris. Yes, the Club is about trips. We
will have another experienced Club Member give
us their thoughts next month

Telephone: (02) 6280 6416
Unit 1/68 –70 Kembla Street
Facsimile: (02) 6239 1606
PO Box 1113
Email: sales@wattscom.com.au
Fyshwick ACT 2609
Web Address: http://www.wattscom.com.au ABN 62 008 641 923

We are a one stop communications shop providing GARMIN GPS and Navigational equipment,
Vehicle Tracking, UHF and AM CB radios, Marine VHF & UHF radios, HF Radios, Commercial
Two-Way radios, Hands Free Kits for mobile phones, sales and rentals of Mobile and Satellite
phones, HF, UHF and Commercial radios.
Our installation bay is fully equipped to undertake installations into all types of vehicles.
Our workshop has qualified technicians who undertake the repair of HF Radios, AM/UHF CB’s and
UHF/VHF Marine radios, commercial radios – mobile and hand held.
We are the sales and service agents for the following brands:
GARMIN, GME-ELETROPHONE, ICOM, KENWOOD, UNIDEN, MOTOROLA, SIMOCO, AND
TAIT. We can also provide satellite phones on the Iridium and Globalstar statellite networks.
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ABOUT TRIPS
TRIP GRADING
For trips in the club’s calendar a grading system of levels 1 to 5 is used to assist members in deciding which
trips they would most enjoy and which grade suits the driver’s level of skill and experience. This system of
grading is a guide only. The grade assigned to a trip may change due to weather conditions, and the trip leader
should be consulted in such circumstances. The trip leader has the right to deny a request from a driver who is
considered not to have the necessary level of skill in 4Wdriving,or whose vehicle is deemed inadequate.
*GRADE 1:

very easy with little, if any 4wdriving involved; will usually consist of a scenic tour
or a trip to camp. No 4WD skills are needed.

*GRADE 2:

a relatively moderate 4WD trip with winching and/or towing unlikely. Moderate
level of 4WD skills needed, as well as completion of Basic Driver Education Course.

*GRADE 3:

a medium 4WD trip which requires cautious driving; winching should not be required. Good level of 4WD skills needed, as well as completion of Basic Driver Education Course.

*GRADE 4:

a moderately difficult 4WD trip with some winching and/or towing almost a certainty. High level of 4WD skills needed, as well as completion of both the Basic and
Advanced Driver Education Courses.

*GRADE 5:

an extremely difficult 4WD trip. Participants must be experienced at traveling over
difficult terrain. Winching and/or towing will definitely be required and participants
must have all their own recovery equipment. Skill levels the same as Grade 4.

DRIVER EXPERIENCE

Conditions on some trips at Grade 3 and above may prove too difficult for inexperienced drivers.
Please advise the trip leader of the level of skill, and vehicle equipment when signing up for such a
trip. Members must have attended the ‘Safe-One’ Basic Vehicle Operation Course before driving on a
Club trip above the Grade 1 level, unless they have satisfied the Club’s Education Coordinator that
they have the necessary experience.
TRIP PLANNING
If you are planning a Trip or Social Event for the Club contact the Club Trips Co-ordinator, preferably at least
two months in advance of your chosen dates. This will allow time to give your event a ‘good plug’ in the
Southern Trails, and it helps to avoid clashes with other people’s plans. However, if a good event opportunity
comes up at short notice our rules are sufficiently flexible to enable a quick approval. Club policy requires
that a Club event shall be publicised in the Club magazine, or at a General Meeting of the Club, or on the
Club’s website in order for it to be considered a formal Club event and so be covered for the purposes of insurance, subsidies and so forth.
For a trip using tracks that are not public roads it is Club policy to confirm with the appropriate authorities that
access is permitted on the chosen dates. This includes National Parks, State Forests as well as private property.

CB RADIOS
The Club strongly recommends that a UHF radio be carried to facilitate convoy procedures. UHF channel 14
is used as the standard channel for trips.
FIREARMS & PETS
Firearms are not permitted on club trips. Pets are not allowed in National Parks, otherwise refer to Trip leader.
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
11 Aug

Monthly Club Meeting

Start:

19:30

16 Aug

Advanced Preparation Day

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Email:

debpete1@bigpond.com

Phone:

6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Grade:

4

Start:

08:30

Departure:

Uriarra Homestead

Description:

This is a shakedown and qualification day for people wanting to participate in the Advanced Driving
and Recovery Course. Participants must demonstrate their driving ability in some of the harder tracks
of the Brindabella ranges, and that they have suitable recovery equipment

23 Aug

Wee Jasper - Culture in the Bush

Note:

New since July magazine

Trip Leader:

Richard Brand

Email:

richard.brand@webone.com.au

Phone:

0418 568 358 (m)

Vehicles:

unlimited

Grade:

1

Start:

08:30

Departure:

Uriarra Homestead

Fuel:

Full tank at start

Requirements:

UHF radio, morning tea and lunch.

Description:

The highlight is a piano recital by Russian concert pianist Evgeny Ukhanov performing Mozart,
Brahms, Chopin and Prokofiev in a big tin shed at the Crisp Galleries near Yass. Peter Crisp is a
world famous artist in glass and precious metals, and there is a gift shop to tempt you. Afternoon tea
with wine is included, and a stroll through the sculpture gardens is a must. The trip will start with a
bush drive to Wee Jasper along Doctors Flat, then a magic drive to Yass where the railway enthusiasts
might inspect the world's shortest platform. Debrief in the George Harcourt Inn.

Comments:

There is a charge of $30 per adult for the afternoon concert and refreshments

29 - 30 Aug

Advanced Driving and Recovery Course

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Email:

debpete1@bigpond.com

Phone:

6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Grade:

4

Start:

08:30

Departure:

Bredbo

Requirements:

Must have completed several grade 3 trips, and the preparation day. Full, high quality recovery gear
in working order. Capable vehicle

Description:

This is only put on every few years, and this is the first time at Talooge Park. The course will take you
to the next level, capable of handling difficult terrain and recovering from difficult situations.

(2009-013)

(2009-053)

(2009-057)

(2009-054)
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
5 - 6 Sep

Cowarra Gold Mine & Big Hole

Note:

New since July magazine

Trip Leader:

Michael Patrick

Email:

michael.patrick2@bigpond.com

Phone:

0412 377 941 (m)

Vehicles:

8

Grade:

2

Start:

08:30

Departure:

Williamsdale

Fuel:

Full tank

Maps:

Auslig NATMAP 1:250,000 Canberra S15516

(2009-063)

Hema 1:385,000 South East New South Wales
Requirements:

Basic recovery kit. UHF radio. Drinking water, meals and happy hour supplies. Camping gear. Off-road
trailers welcome

Description:

On Saturday, we travel the Monaro highway to Bredbo then proceed via various fire trails to Cowarra
gold mine, where we explore the old mine and township and have lunch. We go to Mt Dowling for
afternoon tea, and camp overnight at Talooge Park. On Sunday we will head to the Big Hole via Tallaganda. After lunch we walk to the Big Hole, taking approximately one hour there and back. We
should be back to Canberra by 5:00pm. This is a very easy drive with a lot of history to see.
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
6 Sep

Wine Ramble with Ro

Note:

New since July magazine

Trip Leader:

Rosemary Orr

Email:

president@st4wdc.org

Phone:

6241 0464; 0414 568 358 (m)

Vehicles:

10

Grade:

1

Start:

09:00

Departure:

Car park Dinosaur Museum, Barton Highway

Fuel:

Full tank

Maps:

Canberra wine map

Requirements:

UHF CB, good sense of humour, lunch

Description:

We will concentrate on the Murrumbateman wineries. Plan to have a basket lunch at Long Rail Gully
winery the other side of Murrumbateman. If the weather is not the best, could do lunch at Murrumbateman pub instead. Favourite wineries include Brindabella Hills, Jeir Creek and Pankhurst. Some
new ones to try might be Gallagher and Greystones. Too many to choose from.

12 - 13 Sep

“Safe One” Basic Driver Training at Talooge Park

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Phone:

6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Start:

08:00

Departure:

Bredbo Service Station

Description:

This is the Club’s official and accredited basic driver education course

12 Sep

South Coast National Parks and Forests

Trip Leader:

Ian Goodacre

Email:

newtricks@bigpond.com

Phone:

6291 0455 (h); 0403 304 505 (m)

Vehicles:

6

Grade:

2

Start:

08:00

Departure:

Williamsdale

Fuel:

Full tank at start

Requirements:

Basic driver training, basic recovery gear, UHF radio, good tyres, well maintained and reliable vehicle,
food and water.

Description:

Day trip to South Coast NPs and Forests (Badja, Wadbilliga, Deua, Wandella) via Belowra, Wandella,
Yowrie (and Duck Hole) and Two River Plain. It will be a dry weather only trip, due to slightly awkward
and rocky river crossing and possible damp surfaces. Total distance W’dale to Williamsdale is 350 km.

20 Sep

“Safe One” Basic Driver Training Course Follow-up Day(2009-036

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Description:

This is day three of the basic driver education course on the 12th and 13th September and MUST be
attended before participating on any Club trips where the proposed route is expected to be at Grade 2
or above.

(2009-058)

(2009-035)

(2009-056)
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
3 - 5 Oct

Willow Glen 4x4 Challenge

Note:

New since July magazine

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Phone:

6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Vehicles:

6: 4 competitors, 1 reserve, 1 team leader. Unlimited supporters

Grade:

2

Start:

08:15

Fuel:

Full tank

Requirements:

Good truck, excellent tyres, twin lockers and suspension lift an advantage

Description:

This is the best inter-Club competition weekend in the calendar. What's more, Southern Tablelands
has won outright for three of the last four years! Anybody can enter and have a real ball. Drive to your
limit. It is not a time trial style competition. All spectators are welcome, plenty of camping space for
everyone. More details in due course. We need your support

3 - 5 Oct

Victorian Bushfire Relief Work

Note:

New since July magazine

Trip Leader:

John Kjar

Email:

property@st4wdc.org

Phone:

02 6287 7574 (h); 0432 737 440 (m)

Vehicles:

Unlimited

Grade:

1

Departure:

Myrtleford Caravan Park

Fuel:

Full tank

Requirements:

Bring your warm friendship, a smile and be prepared for some ‘interesting’ work. Strong gloves, eye
protection and some high visibility clothing are a must, while boots and old (warm) clothing are advisable. Chain saws (if you are trained in their use), axes, hammers, saws, crow bars etc would be useful.

Description:

This trip continues assistance for the Victorian bushfires earlier this year. This assistance could take
many different forms – such as removal and construction of fences, removal of dead trees, minor
works, and just talking with those who were affected. The actual work program is being coordinated
through the Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive Club. We expect both the ACT Land Rover Club and the
ACT 4WD Club will participate. A similar working bee was conducted over the ANZAC day long weekend and all participants – Clubs and beneficiaries - enjoyed the contact and the achievements. Seldom do we get the opportunity to meet with other ACT and Victorian Clubs – this is also a great opportunity to meet and greet our fellow travellers. Hopefully we will also enjoy ourselves.

Comments:

Camping will be at the Myrtleford Caravan Park, where there are cabins, a camping ground with hot
showers and toilets. Campfires are allowed in the ‘fire tubs’ on site. Alternatively, you could stay at
the Myrtleford Hotel or the Railway Hotel.

5 Oct

Labour Day long weekend

24 - 25 Oct

Water Crossing and Sand Driving Course

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Phone:

6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Description:

This is the Club’s official water crossing and sand driving course. For more information contact Peter
Reynolds
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(2009-061)

(2009-062)

()

(2009-037)

TRIPS AND EVENTS
30 Oct - 3 Nov

Stockton

Trip Leader:

Warren Shardlow

Email:

warren.shardlow@hotmail.com

Phone:

0409 321 213 (m)

Vehicles:

8 More convoys can be organised if demand is high)

Grade:

3

Start:

08:00

Departure:

Shell Service Station at EPIC on the Sydney Road

Fuel:

Full tank at start

Requirements:

Basic Driver Training, Sand Driving training, basic recovery gear including snatch strap, strong recovery points on vehicle, UHF radio, good tyres, well maintained vehicle. Also required will be a long pole
attached to the vehicle with a flag. Porta-potti or similar if possible.

Description:

Stockton Beach is a popular venue for sand driving. It tests to the full the skills learnt on the Sand
Driving course and stands you in good stead for an assault on the Simpson Desert, Canning Stock
Route etc. We will drive to Newcastle on Saturday, returning on Tuesday, leaving us a full day (or
more) of driving on sand. The second day can be spent either doing more sand driving or explore the
Nelson Bay area. We will stay at the Birubi Beach Holiday Park (http://
birubibeachcaravanpark.com.au/showpage.asp?id=1), which is very close to the entrance of Stockton
Beach. Group bookings are possible and is best done through me. They offer cabins, ensuite powered
camp-sites, unpowered sites etc. We also need to purchase permits for the beach/sand. These can
be purchased at the Holiday Park on arrival. Costs for the permit and camping to be advised, but we
need to book early. This trip involves two days of driving on bitumen and 1-2 days of fun on the beach
and dunes. These 4 days have been selected as it is connected to the ACT Family & Community Day
and most people will take the Monday off as well. Hence it should not be as crowded as other holidays. Camping trailers are welcome, but not on the sand!

3 Nov

Family and Community Day

14 - 15 Nov

“Safe One” Basic Driver Training at Talooge Park

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Phone:

6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

Start:

08:00

Departure:

Bredbo Service Station

Description:

This is the Club’s official and accredited basic driver education course

22 Nov

“Safe One” Basic Driver Training Course Follow-up Day

(2009-047)

()

(2009-038

(2009-039)

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Description:

This is day three of the basic driver education course on the 14h and 15th November and MUST be
attended before participating on any Club trips where the proposed route is expected to be at Grade 2
or above

28 Nov

Driver Trainer’s Christmas Party

Trip Leader:

Peter Reynolds

Email:

debpete1@bigpond.com

Phone:

6251 1258 (h); 0428 623 458 (m)

(2009-043)
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TRIPS AND EVENTS
5 - 6 Dec

Christmas Party at Talooge

Note:

New since July magazine

Trip Leader:

Richard Brand

Email:

trips@st4wdc.org

Phone:

0418 568 358 (m)

Vehicles:

Unlimited

Grade:

1

Start:

08:30

Departure:

Williamsdale

Fuel:

Full tank

Requirements:

UHF radio, happy hour provisions, pot luck main course, lunches and breakfast. Also a secret
wrapped present for each child you are bringing, plus an inventive wrapped grown-up present valued
under $15. Table decorations

Description:

Two fun-packed days for children and adults alike. Kids games will be followed by games for kids-atheart. Santa will visit, there will be the Gift Grab, kid's movies then the communal dinner following
happy hour. Best table decoration, club-provided desserts and camp-fire camaraderie take us through
to the "Morning-after Funkana". Bigger and better than ever, this will test your driving skills, patience,
trust and communication abilities as never before. Not to be missed.

7 - 14 Dec

Return to the High Country

Note:

New since July magazine

Trip Leader:

Neville Simpson

Email:

bl.ng@bigpond.net.au

Phone:

6295 9021 (h)

Vehicles:

Unlimited

Grade:

3

Start:

08:00

Departure:

Hume layby

Fuel:

Full tank at start

Maps:

Hema Hi-Country

(2009-059)

(2009-060)

Hema Roof Top
Requirements:

Sorry no trailers - basic driver training, basic recovery gear, UHF radio, good tyres, well maintained
and reliable vehicle, food and drink for a week - radiator blind - recovery gear - bushman saw - axe

Description:

Davies Plain - Mt Anderson/Gibbo Area - Mitta River - Alpine National Park - Hotham Heights - Wonnangatta - Mitchell River Country - or make it up on the way! End date is flexible and there are daily
exits for people who need to go home early

If you reject the food, ignore the customs, fear the religion and avoid the people, you might better stay at home.
James A. Michener
The use of travelling is to regulate the imagination by reality, and instead of thinking how things
may be, to see them as they are.
Samuel Johnson
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“SAFE ONE” BASIC 4WD
VEHICLE OPERATION COURSE
The Southern Tablelands Four Wheel Drive Club conducts two-day weekend Driver Training exercises, with Follow-up Days on the Sundays, 1 week later.

Purpose:
To introduce new & old club members to vehicle equipment, daily maintenance, recovery
techniques & equipment, and in particular teach them the skills necessary to safely operate their 4WD in a variety of terrains.
Meeting Time/Place:
Service Station in Bredbo (right hand side of highway) no later than 7.30pm on the Friday
evening preceding the course.
The Club’s Education Coordinator is Peter Reynolds,
Tel (h) 6251-1258 or (m) 0428 623-458.
PLEASE BOOK

A PLACE ON ONE OF THESE COURSES WELL IN ADVANCE AND ALSO RING
WEEK BEFORE THE COURSE TO CONFIRM ATTENDANCE!
IF YOU DON’T, YOU WILL LOSE YOUR PLACE ON THE COURSE

PETER ONE

ONLY ONE DRIVER PER VEHICLE PER COURSE, THOUGH A SUPPORT CREW IS WELCOME.
COURSES FOR 2009 WILL BE HELD ON
12TH, 13TH SEPTEMBER
14TH, 15TH NOVEMBER

WITH FOLLOWUP ON
WITH FOLLOWUP ON

20TH SEPTEMBER
22ND NOVEMBER

WHAT TO BRING
Yourself & family and a 4WD in good mechanical condition
Camping gear for overnight stay
Food and Cooking gear for 2 days
Chairs to sit on in lessons and around the fire
Recovery gear, if you have it, but not essential
Garbage bags for all your rubbish to take home
Notebook & pen
Camera
A full tank of fuel
Torch
Drinking water.
UHF Radio (optional – talk to Peter)
Front and Rear Recovery Points preferred.
There is a large First Aid Kit at Talooge. Also a large gas BBQ
PLEASE DO NOT BRING PETS OR FIREARMS.
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Lake Eyre 19 May — 2 June 2009 (Part 2)
Complied by Jeanette Flanagan
Jeanette and Ian Flanagan (Trip Leaders)
Kerry Blakston
Jenny and Brian Delroy
Doreen and Plod McEncroe
Sue and Peter Watson
Robin and Laurie Westcott

Prado and Kimberely Kamper
HiLux and canopy
Nissan Patrol and Ultimate
Toyota Landcruiser and Tent
Toyota Landcruiser and Tent
Prado and Ultimate

Part 1 of this report was published in the July 2009
edition of Southern Trails
Day 13 Sunday 31 May – Noccundra to Bourke
Rain started sprinkling around 0200 and it developed into light intermittent falls. We left Noccundra at the agreed time of 0800. Travelling in steady
rain we were happy to be on the “blacktop”. We
turned right 20 km from the hotel on to the main
road with 126 km to reach Thargomindah.
The view was quite dramatic, straight blacktop bordered by rich red stony ground, not a lot of vegetation and it was low and straggly. We saw quite a
few cattle, predominantly Brahman and Brahman
Cross. Icymus, as the leader was constantly encountering flocks of crested pigeons, galahs, corellas, as well as kangaroos and some cattle, all attracted by the water on the road. The red ground
looked very squishy in parts now and the vegetation became denser as we crossed the Grey Range
at an altitude of 190 m, after which we descended
to flat country, travelling mostly at 100kph. The
blacktop was only wide enough for one vehicle.
We arrived in Thargomindah - a very neat town,
quiet but this was probably because it was Sunday.
Bougainvilleas and “Little John” Callistemons
were flowering in the main street. It had been raining here also – there were lots of puddles and everything was green, and right on cue it started sprinkling again. We discovered very clean amenities in
a small park near the service station - even lavender scented liquid soap! Someone turned on their
mobile phone and we had coverage. Subsequently
there were various beeps and blings as phones were
turned on and messages started coming through – a
short communication break ensued.
As we journeyed on the road became wider and
without a cleared verge the vegetation encroached
closer to the road. The rain continued. We stopped
at Eulo, the lizard town, for a very brief loo stop.
There was no time to check out the craft store/art
gallery or nice neat hotel with cabins. But we did
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“Icymus”
“Freedom 2”
“BJ”
“Turbo”
“Roller”
“U2”

note that the population was 50 people with 1,500 lizards.
We pushed on for a further 62 km to Cunnamulla. We
had now moved into sheep country, but had seen more
goats than sheep, many with young kids and also a couple
of little spotted feral pigs and the ubiquitous cattle. We
came across a large number of goats that were penned,
probably on their way to market. We arrived in Cunnamulla at 1210 and the rain continued. Our first task was to
fuel up — diesel prices were $1.19.9 /litre and $1.23.9 /
litre in the centre of town.
Everyone lunched, some at the park, others at the bakery
or at the roadhouse. Some had sufficient time to have a
look at the town and/or visit the Information Centre that
incorporated an art gallery, a farm implement display and
a trip back in time down an artesian bore. There are plans
to extend the building and the displays at the Centre so it
may be worth a return visit. We left Cunnamulla at 1305
on a two lane blacktop road with centre and side white
line markings – almost too civilized. There had been
good recent rain, and the road verge had been mown. We
continued over flat country which was covered in green
grasses and some trees with a predominance of small
eucalypts.
It was still raining lightly but steadily as we crossed the
border from Queensland into New South Wales at Barringun and pulled into a small pub. What a delightful pub
visit this turned out to be. Mary Crawley the publican for
the last 32 years is 86 years (her husband died in 1994)
and she is still out there on her own - her only company
being her young dog “Gidgee” and a white parrot. This
amazing Lady, mother of seven and grandmother to
“many more”, served a lovely afternoon tea with homemade cornflake biscuits on a pretty plate with a doily.
She apologized that the doily was not starched - she had
been a bit behind since the roof blew off the pub and she
had to have it replaced. Ian was able to reminisce with
Mary at length about his family as she knew many of
them especially his brother who used to travel this route
regularly. Mary said she has no desire to move - she is
happy to enjoy the sunrises and sunsets in this beautiful
country.

The Barrigun Pub — with a new roof
We drove on another 136 km to Bourke and the rain
had really set in. During the drive we spotted several Major Mitchell cockatoos, a couple of Ring
Neck parrots, galahs, numerous emus and several
magnificent Wedge-Tailed eagles. We hade been
advised by several people that the best park to stay
at was the Kidman Camp at North Bourke. When
we arrived it looked very full but we were able to get
places for the trailers and two cabins. We were fortunate as shortly after our arrival they had to turn
people away.
At Kidman Camp the cabins were converted railway
carriages, very spacious and well appointed, but
without an en suite. Happy Hour was held in the
camp kitchen, an excellent enclosed area with hotplates, kettles, toasters, microwaves, sinks, a TV and
numerous pots and pans as well as large tables with
ample seating. This was attached to an undercover
BBQ area. The park had well-maintained gardens,
excellent amenities, including a pool and was located beside the Darling River where the paddle
steamer is based. The rain continued, so we were
unable to enjoy Kidman Camp to the fullest but a

quick look at the river showed it to be flowing well and
in much better condition than in 2004 when members
of the convoy had last been in Bourke.
Day 14 Monday 1 June - Bourke to Dubbo
It rained all night and the roads around Bourke were
closed except for the Mitchell Highway. We agreed to
meet at Fred Hollows’ grave at 1100 — until then we
were to do our own touristy things around Bourke.
Because of the rain some decided that the “Back O
Bourke” Outback Centre was a good place to spend the
morning. The Centre had not been officially opened
but its displays were up and running. Tickets are valid
for two days and to do justice to the exhibits more than
a day could be spent there. Some took a short and very
wet trip to see the restored wharf.
We departed Bourke shortly after 1100 and set out for
Nyngan, our agreed lunch stop. On the outskirts of
Bourke there was a lot of water laying either side of the
highway, and the rain continued. We stopped for lunch
at 1315 and Ian said we should be back on the road, all
fuelled up both passengers and vehicles by 1400.

“Back O Bourke” Outback Centre
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Roller had parked on the main street of Nyngan just
down from the St Vinney’s Op shop - it was closed
until 1400. Those of us who have travelled previously with Roller were well aware of Sue’s delight
when discovering an Op Shop and knew that by this
stage of the trip, Op shop withdrawals may be setting in. Oh dear! Departure scheduled for 1400, Op
shop opening at 1400 - what a dilemma.
Prevailing on Ian’s good nature, departure was extended by 5 minutes. Jenny who accompanied Sue
on her expedition, granted her another 5 minutes.
The only problem was that the lady who was to open
the shop was 8 minutes late. Sue and Jenny both
found treasures and to give Sue her due, she only
took 8 minutes. We were on our way at 1420.

for the final day - they were remaining behind to take
the opportunity to catch up with relatives.
Day 15 Tuesday 2 June – Dubbo to home.
The convoy minus Roller left Dubbo around 0900 for
the final day of our trip. We travelled to Wellington
where Icymus went out to the cemetery to visit Ian’s
family graves while the rest of the convoy had morning tea in town. BJ and U2 left us at Molong to travel
back to Canberra via Cowra. Freedom 2, Turbo, and
Icymus continued on to Orange, Millthorpe, Blayney,
Binda and Crookwell - very good roads all the way
and magnificent scenery. After lunch at Crookwell,
Icymus headed for the Highlands whilst Freedom 2
and Turbo returned to Canberra via Gunning.

One of the thirteen happy hours on the trip

We stayed overnight at Dubbo’s Big 4 Caravan
Park. Roller, Turbo and Freedom 2 booked into cabins, because it was still raining. BJ delayed their
arrival whilst they searched out an auto electrician to
sort out their lighting problem. Unfortunately they
couldn’t find the cause of the blown fuses but BJ
arrived at the Park with a healthy supply of replacement fuses, which would allow them to remain illuminated on the homeward journey.
Dinner was at the West Dubbo Bowling Club – a
most enjoyable meal. Sue had a candle in her dessert
and we sung “Happy Birthday” in honour of her
birthday on Tuesday. We returned to camp and said
goodbyes to Roller who was not travelling with us
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The Convoy travelled a total of 4,971 km (individual
distances could vary because of side trips etc), we had
three punctures, cleaned one set of battery terminals
and replaced a couple of fuses - so mechanically it
was thankfully an uneventful trip.
Ian and Jeanette would like to thank everyone in the
group - firstly for having the faith to accompany us on
the trip and secondly for their support during the trip.
We could not wish for a nicer group of people to
travel with and hope we can do it again sometime
soon.
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Christmas in July — 11-12 July
Carl Cameron & Sylvia Allen
Santa’s helpers — elves, wizards, gnomes, pixies,
and several unknown creatures
Marj & Alan Jones
Prado
(Trip leaders, Saturday)
Gwen & Peter Henderson
GQ Patrol
(Trip leaders, Sunday)
Jayne & Mick Hine
Prado
Sue & David Whiteside
80 Series Landcruiser
Julie & Thommo Buttris
80 Series Landcruiser
Kerry & Bev Blakston
HiLux
Val Holbrook & Gordon Stone
120 series Prado
Carl & Alex Cameron
Pajero
Jen Martin & Richard Brand,
Holden Adventra
& Deb Worner & Fred Leftwich
Ros & Jim Hanigan
Jackaroo
Oung & Mai Niennattrakul,
Pajero Exceed
& Richard Nipperess
Sylvia & Bob Allen
100 Series Landcruiser
Vivian & David Johnson
80 Series Landcruiser
Lyn Massey & Christo Filmalter HiLux Dual Cab
Janet Neale & Doug Brown
80 Series Landcruiser
Kerry & Rob Lejsek
80 Series Landcruiser

Some of us for various reasons weren’t able to attend
Christmas in July last year but here we are, 16 vehicles
with 35 players (would-be pixies, elves, gnomes, and
even a friendly reindeer) all lined up at Uriarra Homestead by 0830 ready for fun and as it turns out adventure…. Read on.
But first there are some faces we haven’t encountered
before. So after hello hugs to those we know well, and
more formal introductions to those we don’t, including
some visitors Richard and Jen have bought along Fred and Deb here to partake in the fun and see what
we are about. Also Oung and Richard have bought
along Oung’s niece, Mai who is on holidays during her
college exchange year from Thailand. Mai has never
seen snow and as there was snow at Laurel Hill for the
last Christmas in July we are hoping to have snow
again this year. Oung tells us we must do more than
hope - we must meditate for snow. Ready now, everyone think of gently falling snowflakes!
Before we head off, we gather in a circle for our trip
leaders, Marge and Alan to outline our Grade 1 trip,
convoy procedure etc and start distributing little naked
dolls and a wooden peg to each vehicle - what are these
for? Excuse me, what is this x on the bottom of our
doll? Oh, so I am to write the trip report. And what
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about the couple with the x on their peg? Well,
that lucky couple gets to give the oral presentation
– thank you Oung and Richard. And what about
the doll and the peg? We are to dress them in
whatever way, with whatever we have at hand. The
best dressed will be chosen after Christmas dinner.
After some confusion about who is where in the
convoy, we’re rolling. It is a lovely crisp cold day
- great to be out and about viewing the countryside
with good natured banter over the radio. We are to
have morning tea at Flea Creek and so we turn off
Brindabella Road on to Gentle Annie fire trail.
Whoa, these huge humps are fun, how are you going Richard? Richard and Jen are in their AWD
Adventra loaded to the gunwales, they must be
having fun. We are later to see just how capable
Richard’s Adventra can be.
What a great location Flea Creek is. After years of
water restrictions we soak up the sight and sounds
of a wide stretch of clear running water. There is
hot coffee from thermoses, brief walks and talks,
checking for trout and taking note of a great place
to return for camping and fishing some day.

Morning tea at Flea Creek
And then it’s back up over those huge humps on to
Brindabella Road again and on to Tumut. As we
climbed out of Brindabella Valley after crossing
the Goodradigbee River, we passed an oncoming
Landcruiser towing a trailer with a trail bike. “Did
you see that guy’s truck – it was covered in mud –
probably sprayed it on.” “I wonder where he went
for that?” We would find out later.
We stopped for lunch in the park at Tumut (shared
with a non-nocturnal banged-about possum) – and
some of us hit the $2 shops for doll and peg dress-

ing materials. En-route there was some amusing chit
chat on the radio on many topics including items such
as the scenery, the green grass and crocheting. Carl
thought a new low had been reached by the gentleman
who enquired how the size of a crotched warmer for a
man’s privates was determined. We learn something
new on every trip.
Just before Laurel Hill we stop off to look at a magnificent forest of Sugar pines. As we walk through these
magnificent trees, we are told that it was even better
last year – the forest floor was covered in snow.

Being model prisoners we were allowed free time for
occupational therapy back in our detention units to be
imaginative with our peg and naked doll. What is all
that raucous laughter from Detention Unit 4? Happy
Hour was to be in Detention Unit 1 but it was pretty
crowded in there and obviously there were still people
in DU 4. On inspection there was a rip-roaring
Happy Hour going on in DU4 and good heavens what they had done with their pegs and dolls! So after all this frivolity we had to transform ourselves into
various interpretations of “Santa’s Helpers” and wander over to dinner with our dressed doll and peg.
Thankfully, others were costumed almost as ridiculously as we were. The room and tables certainly had
a Christmas feeling – imagine a mix of prisoners,
from lifers to first-time offenders dressed mostly in
op-shop clothing, wandering around amongst balloons, streamers, poppers and whistles. The sumptuous three course dinner calmed us down for a while –
and Mai sung in her beautiful voice “I’m dreaming of
a white Christmas.” It really was Christmas in July.
After dinner the doll and peg judging took place with
Kerry Lejsek (very imaginative homage to Michael
Jackson complete with lifestyle props), Gwen Henderson (Snowman), Carl and Alex (representing the
true simplicity of a peg doll), and Vivian (Enviro
doll) winning prizes. Gwen’s “abominable\admirable
snowman” effort was a standout in more ways than
one. I think all the blokes may have felt a little inadequate in comparison.

Sugar pine forest
We arrive in Laurel Hill and despite our best efforts at
meditating there is no snow. We select our beds in one
of four detention units. Laurel Hill was an old gaol in
a previous life. Each detention unit is named after a
famous gaol – Pentridge, Boggo Road, Mulwala etc.
And each unit has a shower\toilet block and a large
kitchen area with a fridge and electric jug. This all reminds me of school holiday camps as a child - and yes
we were excited as we went off to a welcoming afternoon tea of real coffee with home-made muffins, biscuits and scones with berry jam made from local produce.
Our hosts Cathy and Owen Fitzgerald opened up their
camping clothing/goods store and there were some bargains plus the best socks ever, and in three sizes for
each gender - something you don’t usually see and for
once I have socks that fit snug.

Carl, why aren’t you taking me seriously?
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Anyone would think it was Christmas

But that wasn’t the end of the night. It was only the
beginning as we then enjoyed an endless array of
games. At one stage when Marg seemed to have temporarily run out of games our new members Vivian
and David pulled out a penny whistle and instructed
us in a basic folk jig. What a great talent to bring to
the Club. Well, all good things come to an end and
most of us wandered off to bed well before midnight,
but that renegade lot in DU4 kept going on into the
night, enjoying beverages, telling stories and politically incorrect jokes – they were very naughty.

Just as well we had elected for a late start for breakfast, because like everything here it was a full on feast
- hot porridge, bacon and eggs etc. We were set for
the day. As guests/inmates we were required to
sweep, clean and mop the units before departure (as
in holiday camps). Having completed our tasks and
ready to depart we split into two groups - those with
pressing commitments opting for a quick trip home
via the blacktop and the rest of us heading home via
Cabramurra and a few dirt roads.
The Cabramurra group led by
Gwen and Peter drove down a
smooth gravel road to Paddy’s
River Dam where we had
morning tea. The track to the
Dam was damp but passable.
We could see that it was another fabulous spot to camp
sometime in the future – there
were probably trout in the dam.

No caption necessary
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We could walk either to the left
or right for a better look at the
Dam. Some of the boys headed
right, saw a log across the creek
and had to go across it - one fell
in. He must have been cold there was thick ice in some
shallow patches of water. Some
of the girls also crossed over,
but to the left where it was
grassy (it is said that girls are
smarter!).

On with our adventure, Carl decided it might be prudent to lower the pressure in his tyres. However, in an
unfortunate slip of convoy procedure the convoy left
before Carl was ready. So Carl and tail-end Charlie
(Marj and Alan) fell behind the rest of the convoy.
Later Carl lost track of tail-end Charlie and eventually
we were advised by radio that the rear end of Charlie’s vehicle had lost traction in a wet patch and a
panel was pierced by a pointy log end. Duct tape was
used to good effect to make temporary repairs.

The excitement over, we stopped at the intersection of
Elliot Way. Well we had done it – most of our vehicles now looked a lot worse than the Landcruiser and
trailer we saw yesterday on the Brindabella Road.
And we didn’t spray it on.

Leaving the Dam, we drove out via a reasonable dirt
road that would take us through to Elliot Way
(blacktop), skirting one end of Talbingo Dam and
then on to Cabramurra. What appeared to be reasonable suddenly became decidedly dampish in sections red, sticky, slimy clay kept appearing. Good traction
was impossible. Try and steer in the right direction,
make gentle adjustments, and clench one’s teeth as
the vehicle slips and slides in generally the right direction. A/T tyres were no match for this – specialty
mud tyres were required. And most of us didn’t have
them.
Doug and Janet slipped into the side bank and luckily
managed to bounce/steer off it and proceed. Then the
convoy came to a halt with warnings to approach very
slowly to avoid sliding into the car in front. Sylvia
and Bob had lost traction, slid and were immobile
against a bank. We should have followed Carl’s example and lowered our tyre pressures before leaving
Paddy’s River Dam. Finally after lowering tyre pressures, wedging some bark and sticks under and the
tyres to provide traction and with an additional 6php
(people horse power) we were moving again – very
gingerly. And the AWD Adventra – it never missed a
twist or a turn, even with standard road tyres.

Dreams can come true

As we pull into Cabramurra (the highest town in Australia) the snow is everywhere - Mai no more dreaming about a white Christmas, your wish has been
granted.
We gather inside for some satisfying café food and
coffee before heading home. This has been fun and
we’ve met some really great people. The only problem about being in such a big club is that you can’t go
away with everyone all the time.
Be at Christmas in July next year? You bet!

Embarrassing — but necessary
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Traveller’s Tales
Coongie Lakes - 15 -27 June 2009
Mike & Helen Rodd
We organised this trip to be with our daughter Lucy
and her partner Stefan Linquist who were visiting
from Canada. Hence the timing constraints of not
being able to join in the Club’s organised trip a couple of weeks previously. Inspired by the comprehensive Lake Eyre trip report in the July Southern
Trails compiled by Jeanette Flanagan, and noting that
rain prevented them from getting to Coongie Lakes,
we thought it would be of interest to report on our
visit to Coongie Lakes on 23 June for a few days.

km of natural formation road west of Hillston during
some unexpected rain. At Ivanhoe they had closed
the road to Menindee – pretty common I hear, and
they were about to close the road to Wilcannia just
under 200 km north which we saw as the escape
route to Broken Hill. More mud, but we made it to
a camping ground at Broken Hill which was a welcome sight after a full day and 1,006 km travelled including about 200 km of some pretty challenging
driving to keep the vehicles and trailer on the road.
We next hit the dirt heading north from Yunta, with
some expensive eye-catching scenery because I
missed seeing a large rock which blew a fist-size
hole in one of my Mickey Thompson tyres. Bad
driving Mike – travelling too fast and pressures too
high. Yes, I broke all the rules and paid dearly for it.
A replacement Mickey Thompson was obtained at
Leigh Creek - of course my daughter changed it.

Dad, I can do this with one hand
We set off from Canberra on Monday 15 June taking
the shortest, or so we thought, route to the Flinders
Ranges via Wombat, Quandialla, Hillston, Ivanhoe,
Menindee and Broken Hill. The Rodd’s were in their
100 Series with the Kimberly Kamper and Lucy and
Stefan were in their 60 Series. The 60 Series had
been given a comprehensive health check at Monaro
Off Road Centre and after the exchange of some dollars it was given the all clear.
Well the shortest route was feature-packed and very
enjoyable until we starting sliding around on the 100

Lake Eyre, SA — not quite full
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Three days were spent exploring the Flinders Ranges
– I think a week would do better justice to the magnificent scenery. We did the 6 hour sky trek at Willow Springs Station. About half of it is in low range
and you actually drive over the top of Mt Caernarvon - spectacular views. The mighty 60 Series made
it effortlessly.
We then moved onto Marree via Lyndhurst and did
the obligatory flight over Lake Eyre. Very spectacular in the morning with great reflections – but we
could see the corrugations from the plane on the
road into Level Post Bay, so we called it a day. On
seeing the Lake and the level of water after so much
rain up north, you can imagine why you can count
the three highest levels in Lake Eyre over the last
100 years.
We headed back to Lyndhurst and then up the
Strezlecki Track to
Innamincka. But we
did the Old Strezlecki
track – certainly not to
be done in wet weather
but fine in dry weather
and I suspect more
interesting than the
new multi-lane “desert
highway” primarily
serving Moomba.

Coongie Lake, Coongie Lake NP, SA
We then met up with some friends from Brisbane
and headed out to Coongie Lakes National Park.
The track out to the Lakes (about 106 km) is genrally fair, but 80 km are heavily corrugated – mainly
natural formation road and not for wet weather.
Coongie Lakes are formed from an anabranch of
Cooper Creek and at the moment looking at the
vegetation, they appear to be as full as they ever get.
This is a must-see experience with very extensive
bird life. Our friends had a kayak – also an essential item. But you need a tracking GPS to find your
way back – our friends had one expedition which
could have turned out to be serious. You lose your
bearings and sense of direction on the water, particularly near dusk – loss of shore features etc. The sunsets and sunrises at Coongie Lakes were unreal.
We found a great camping spot after traversing a
number of dunes around the southern side of the
Lake. The 100 Series and the Kimberly Kamper
readily coped with the tracks over the dunes – tyres
at 25 psi. We had planned to stay there for three
days; however we were keeping in daily contact
with VKS-737 on the HF Radio Network and were
able to get regular updates on weather – which was
not looking too good. So we agreed that whilst it
might have been nice to have stayed there for a
week, there were other commitments such as work.
We decided to get back to Innamincka and at least
some gravel roads.

We had also planned to go to the lakes in the Carrawinya National Park – near Hungerford on the Paroo
River. But true to the forecasts, the rain caught up
with us and the Bourke Shire closed all the non-sealed
roads and hence the black top was the only way to go
back to Canberra.
We can recommend Coongie Lakes highly and three
or four days would keep most people well occupied.
The kayak gives you an added dimension to explore
the lakes. Binoculars and the field book of birds
were worth having and will keep you occupied for
hours. We have had access to the HF radio network
for a couple of years now, and find the daily schedules run out of Charters Towers, Alice Springs and
Adelaide provide that additional layer of security and
support when in the more remote locations. A system
highly recommended.
Camping at Coongie Lakes - you couldn’t get it much
better.
Vital Statistics
Distance Travelled – 4612 km
Days – 13 days
Repairs – One tyre – drivers fault
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Traveller’s Tales
Road advice and Batteries
A cautionary tale
Last July Val and I were having a swim at Manning
Gorge in the Kimberley when we struck up a conversation with a woman who had flown to Mitchell Falls not
long before. Since we also wanted to go there, we were
keen to find out what the road conditions were like.
She told us that the road conditions between King Edward River and the Falls were so bad that she and her
group didn’t even try to drive it, but took a charter
flight instead.
She explained that she was part of a 4WD club in WA
and they had done the Canning Stock Route prior to
starting the Gibb River Road at the Kununurra end. She
then told us of the horrors their group encountered on
the Canning Stock Route.
After the first day, two of the six vehicles in their convoy had to be recovered and sent to Perth on a truck.
The remaining vehicles all suffered significant damage,
including suspension damage to a Patrol and loss of
spotlights from a Ford F-250 – they shook off. All the
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Gordon Stone

people were stiff and sore from the constant battering.
We later talked to other people on the way that had
driven to Mitchell Falls and they all said that about
30 km had very severe corrugations, but as long as
they drove to the conditions their vehicles were
okay. So we and our friends decided to do the drive,
leaving our trailers at King Edward River. There
were 30 km of severe corrugations as we’d been
told, but apart from that the road wasn’t too bad. The
shock absorbers did get quite hot on the badly corrugated part.
At the Mitchell Falls camping area, we saw a trailer
like ours, so we wandered over for a chat. We were
told that the owners were part of a three-trailer convoy that had completed the Canning Stock route a
short time before starting the Gibb River Road. We
said that we’d spoken to a woman who had done the
Canning Stock route not long ago and started to relay what we’d been told.

The owner of the trailer said: “This wasn’t the mob
that lost two vehicles on the first day was it?” We said
that it was and he said: “We watched them take runup after run-up on almost every dune. They had to
build up a lot of momentum to get over. And they
didn’t have trailers. We went over each dune first
time, every time. Our vehicles had only very minor
damage, such as a cut gas line in a trailer where a
knife in the kitchen drawer bounced up and nicked it”
We asked him what the difference was. He replied
that his convoy had tyre pressures of 15 psi and the
other mob had tire pressures of 50 psi.
So don’t believe everything people tell you on the
road; get several opinions and keep an open mind.
Electrickery
Last year, we met our friends at Alice Springs and set
off across the Tanami Road. When we reached Rabbit
Flat, our friends noticed that their in-car fridge was
not keeping cold. Since they were using the in-car
fridge as a freezer and the trailer fridge as a fridge,
this was a real issue. The voltage from the second battery measured 12.6 V, which was low, but according
to the fridge manual (yes, out friends had taken one
with them) this should have been sufficient. The
fridge compressor would try to kick in, but wouldn’t
start. I suspected a voltage drop under load. This
could be due to high-resistance wiring or a battery
that was failing. The second battery was only a few
months old, so should have been all right.
Things were looking a bit grim by Wolf Creek Crater,
so when we arrived at Hall’s Creek at about 5:10 PM
WA time, we quickly found the only fridge mechanic
in town. He did what he could without success. So
our in-car fridge/freezer took what it could and then
we ate as much of the left over ice cream and assorted
frozen food as we could stand.
When we arrived at Fitzroy Crossing, we uncoupled
the trailers to go visit Geikie Gorge. When we returned, our friend tried to run the fridge using a 240
VAC power supply that came with the fridge. This
was successful, so suspicion again shifted to the wiring and second battery in his car. The first thing that I
noticed was that my friend had made an extension
lead out of thin wire.
So, out came my heavier-gauge wire and the soldering iron and shortly we had a new extension lead.
Alas, this didn’t solve the problem. We then made a
heavy-gauge lead that ran from the cranking battery
directly to the fridge. This appeared to solve the problem. As a final check, we tried using the fridge on the

second battery. Much to our surprise the fridge ran for
a short while.
Even after our friends had contacted the fridge suppliers, we could not nail the problem. However, when we
were at Mornington Wilderness Conservancy about 12
days later, our friends started their car (a diesel),
moved it about 20 metres to the water point to fill
their trailer’s water tanks and shut off the engine.
When they tried to start their car again, it wouldn’t
start. We jump-started them and drove to Galvan’s
Gorge where we stopped for lunch. Their cranking
battery would not start their car after lunch. We jumpstarted their car and drove to Manning Gorge. The
nearest replacement cranking battery was at Imintji
Store over 80 km away. So off went our friend and
returned near nightfall with a new cranking battery.
Things appeared to be better until we went walking at
Emma Gorge about 7 days later. We were away for
about 3 hours, and on our return the cranking battery
in our friends’ car wouldn’t start the car. We jump
started them again and considered what was going on.
It was then that our friends disclosed that the trailer
was wired up to the cranking battery and the second
battery only powered the fridge and the UHF radio.
This was the case because our friends had bought the
trailer several months before contemplating an in-car
fridge and second battery.
Suddenly, it all became clear: the trailer had an electrical fault which drained the cranking battery whenever the trailer was connected. When the engine was
running, the alternator could just keep the main battery charged, but did not have sufficient capacity to
fully charge the second battery. As soon as the fridge
put any load on the second battery, it dipped below
the voltage necessary to start the fridge compressor.
The times when the fridge had worked properly were
times when the trailer had been disconnected sufficiently long for the second battery to be charged just
enough to start the fridge and run it for a short while.
From then on, our friends always disconnected the
trailer when their car was parked. The problems went
away.
The moral of this story is that you should know what
circuit you are dealing with before you diagnose it.

If you have a report of a non-club trip, track
anecdote or tip for four wheel drivers, please
email it to publications@st4wdc.org or give it
to Bob or Sylvia Allen at the Club meeting.
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Spotlight on Sponsors
Janrule Pty Ltd

Mick Hines

The ST4WD Club and its members get a lot of support
from local businesses through sponsorship and advertising in Southern Trails magazine. The advertising
helps defray the cost of producing Southern Trails and
most of our advertisers also offer generous discounts to
Club members.
Over the next few months, Southern Trails will carry
articles on our major Club sponsors. These articles will
let you know a bit more about the businesses and the
products and services they provide.
First cab off the rank is the Janrule Group of companies, which supports the Club through Canberra Toyota. I spent an interesting couple of hours recently at
Canberra Toyota’s Mitchell Parts Warehouse with Darryl Kirkland, the General Manager - Parts for Canberra
Toyota.
The Janrule Group, trading as Canberra Toyota, is a
major automotive force in the Canberra region. Since
buying out York Toyota in 1988, the group has expanded by taking over Shepherd Brothers in 1989, establishing the local Lexus dealership in 1990 and taking over the Gregory’s Group in 1999.
The company now operates several major car dealerships in the Canberra area including Lexus of Canberra, Capital Honda, Capital Subaru and the Canberra
Toyota sites at Fyshwick, Phillip, Belconnen and the
parts and service centre at Mitchell.
I drive past the Mitchell parts warehouse every day on
the way home from work so I asked Darryl all about
the site. “The site covers about 7 acres, with a 4000
square metre parts warehouse, fully equipped service
centre and rooms for technical training” Darryl said.
“We also receive new vehicles from Toyota and conduct the first part of the pre-delivery checks on them.
The vehicles are stored here for later transfer out to the
Dealerships”.
The warehouse itself is a car parts paradise – spread
over two levels with more than enough parts to build
your own fleet of vehicles from scratch.
Canberra Toyota carry around 10,000 individual product lines for Toyota vehicles, with around $1,000,000
in parts on hand at any given time. Combine this with
$500,000 in Subaru parts and around $400,000 in
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Honda parts and you can see why the warehouse
needs to be so big. Canberra Toyota also stocks a
huge range of Toyota Genuine accessories.
“We sell to the automotive trade and industry as well
as to dealerships in the local region’” Darryl said.
“Individual buyers are also welcome at our Mitchell
warehouse and Southern Tablelands members receive a discount from us on products and accessories
from all branches.” A good reason to make sure you
keep you current year’s membership card with you.
Janrule employs 253 people in the local area and
participates in the nationally accredited Toyota T3
training program. The T3 program started in NSW
in 2001 and in 2007 expanded to Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, the Australian Capital Territory and all areas of New South Wales, with between 150 to 180 positions on offer annually.

New Toyotas for pre-delivery checks at Canberra Toyota’s Mitchell Service Centre
In the ACT, T3 is a partnership between the CIT, Canberra Toyota and Toyota Australia and is part of the
popular Student to Industry Program. After successfully completing the T3 program, students receive their
Year 12 Certificate and a Certificate II in Automotive
Servicing. On successful completion of a T3 traineeship students are eligible for one year's credit from any
Automotive Apprenticeship.

volved with the Club because of the large number of
Toyota vehicles there” said Daryl. I reassured him
that hasn’t changed, with Toyota still having the biggest percentage of vehicles in the Club.

In 2009, 10 new students won places in the T3 program
to commence their training with Canberra Toyota.
More information on the Student to Industry Program
is available online at http://www.sip.net.au and information on the T3 program is available from Toyota
Australia online at http://www.toyota.com.au/about/
toyota-dealerships/t3.

Belconnen 6222 1700
Fyshwick 6222 1900
Phillip
6222 1800
Mitchell
6221 3500 (Parts & Service Only)

Canberra Toyota sell and service the full range of new
Toyota vehicles as well as a wide range of high quality,
low mileage used vehicles from their three retail sites.
Fleet and Commercial customers are also well looked
after. Comprehensive vehicle servicing is carried out
by factory-trained technicians at the Belconnen, Phillip, Fyshwick and Mitchell sites. Don’t forget the other
dealerships in the group when you think of getting your
vehicle(s) serviced – Lexus, Honda, Subaru and Toyota are all covered.
Canberra Toyota has been a supporter of ST4WDC
since the late 90s and looks forward to continuing the
relationship into the future. “We originally got in-

Canberra Toyota’s website is at http://
www.canberratoyota.com.au or contact the dealerships directly:

Trip Leaders Handbook
This useful handbook has been updated.
It contains new material and should be read
by all trip leaders.
Look for it in the Documents section of
the Southern Tablelands Four Wheel Drive
ClubWeb Page.

www.st4wdc.org
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Hire a Tvan
the most robust, comfortable,
go anywhere,
camper trailer available
This serious off road camper trailer built by Track Trailer
in Melbourne was awarded “Campertrailer of the Millennium”
The Tvan lets you camp wherever your vehicle can go. It is compact, light – 750Kg
dry, sets up in 3-4 minutes with a hard floor under the tent. A solar panel and battery
ensures continuous power. Sleep in comfort under a solid roof in a queen size bed
and cook on a stainless steel kitchen with running water. The tent packs in the hatch
away from the bed so no damp canvas on your pillow!
Independent Trailers in Canberra has 2 fully equipped Tvans available for hire
at $550 per week. Price reduced for hires of more than 6 weeks.
If you are thinking of buying one but want to try it first, this is your opportunity. We
give you back your hire fee (up to one week) with an order placed within 3 months.
Download an application from www.independenttrailers.com.au or ring Catherine on
0412 866 375 or email catherine@independenttrailers.com.au
Ask us about the new Topaz off-road caravan by Track Trailer.

Club Clothing
The Club clothing or a name badge can be ordered from Kathy Solomos at the monthly Meetings.
Payment for any item is expected when ordering.

Jackets:
Shirts:
Vests:
Caps:
Hats:
Beanies:
Name Badges:
Rugby Tops:

$75:00
$37:50
$47:50
$15:00
$15:00
$15:00
$12.00
$48:00

Look for the sign on a table at
Meetings
Kathy Solomos 0402 051 623
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FOR SALE/WANTED/LOST/FOUND
Advertising on this page is free to members but is restricted to
Two Months. Non-members will be charged $20 per advertisement
for 5 lines for the same period.

Tyre Step Up (Bushranger brand). Place over your rear
tyre and use as a step to the roof rack. Folds away for
easy storage. Adjustable for all tyre sizes. As new $50.
Richard 0402 333 747 or marketing@emailme.com.au
Bridgestone Dueller tyre. 694 A/T 265/70/16, brand
new, never used and always a spare for the past two years.
$100.
Richard - 0402 333 747
85 Watt Suntech Mono-Si Solar Panel
Dimensions 1195 X 541 X 30 (mm). $450.
Rob - Mob 0409 307 533 Home 02 6161 7597
BFG All Terrains (5 x 285/75R16 ) on 16” Toyota 6 stud
white wheels. Tyres as new; wheels some stains. $1700.
Peter - 0406 379 913

Black Wolf Turbo 300 Canvas Touring Tent.
In as new condition. Used only three times. Reluctant sale
- a bit too heavy for the wife to put up, pack up and get into
the truck by herself. Great tent. Quick to set up and pull
down. Waterproof. We have down sized to the 240. 220g
Ripstop poly/cotton canvas, Weight: 23 kg, Size: 300 x 300
x 210cm, Fits inside most 4WD’s
http://www.blackwolf.com.au/turbo/
New price is $1200. Selling price $850 neg.
Thommo - 0428 280406
ARB roof rack with wind deflector for 100 series Cruiser
$200, plus
Genuine Toyota towbar (similar to Hayman Reese) with
50 mm towball: $150.
Tony Preston-Stanley - 0419 991 052,
tonyp_s@yahoo.com.

2004 Mitsubishi Challenger LS 4WD.

2006 Nissan Patrol 4.2 Turbo Inter-Cooled.

One owner, 80,000kms, leather interior, new brakes and
tyres, tow bar. Full genuine Mitsubishi logbook servicing.
Metallic silver. Registered until October 2009. Family
car with true 4WD capability.
Asking price $17,000.
Ron - 0414 365639 or thompsons@netspeed.com.au

Manufactured in May 2006. 58500Km.
Front ARB air diff lock , heavy duty factory rear limited
slip diff. 3” Exhaust. Bull bar and side steps / rails.
Heavy duty OME suspension with air bags (leaf springs on
rear). Tow bar. Dual batteries. UHF radio. Winch. Central locking.
$35,000 ono
Peter - 0417480856

Steel Roof Rack: 2.4m x 1.7m. Full length gutter support
No point loads, strong and durable, with a full length base.
This roof rack will fit any LWB GQ/MQ Patrol. $100 ono.
Rear Seats: Real leather 3rd row GQ seats in excellent condition.
Free to a good home.
Fuel Tank: 95 litre GQ/MQ fuel tank in VG condition.
$50 ono.
Bull Bar: Very good condition aluminium bull bar to suit GQ/MQ.
$100 ono.
Greg – 0419 784 983 or 6275 6224 bh

Wanted Pavers for Talooge
We will remove at no cost to you
Please call
Graeme 62923073 or Don 61611880

Rear coil springs (standard) from 2006 Mitsubishi Pajero ($20); Rear coil springs from older Rangie (They have been in
the shed for a few years, not sure of exact details) ($20); Dickie seat (2 seater) to suit Nissan Patrol (88 model) ($50)
Side steps to suit Nissan Patrol(88 model) ($50); Haynes manual to suit Nissan Patrol 88-97 ($10); Gregorys manual
to suit 1900 Torana LH-LX & Sunbird LX series ($10); Gregorys manual to suit Torana LH-LX 6cyl ($10); Assorted
spares to suit Austin A40, includes windows, fuel pump, manifolds, manual, distributor and assorted items ($80); Set of
new balljoints to suit HQ-HZ (with nipples) ($50); Starter motor to suit HQ-HZ V8 ($50)
Rod Cahill - 02 6296 2742
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